1999 dodge transmission diagram

We provide detailed Transmission and Transfer Case Assembly Diagrams for both manual
transmissions and transfer cases. These free illustrations can assist you in identification of the
correct parts that you may need, you can also use these illustrations to assist you with proper
re-assembly of your unit. After identifying the parts you need be sure to give us a call toll free
We have a large inventory of both new and good used parts to help save you some money!
Below you will find the following manual transmission illustrations: 3 speed, 4 speed, and 5
speed transmissions. GEO Tracker 5 speed. You can view it or feel free to print and use for your
reference. This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to describe a product or
service. You can also use other WordPress widgets such as recent posts, recent comments, a
tag cloud or more. About Contact Us Blog Cart 0. Midwest Transmission Center, Inc. Toll Free
Free Technical Support. Footer 4 Widget This is an example of a widget area that you can place
text to describe a product or service. All Rights Reserved. Designed and Managed by: Webbing
Soul. Had a code P throw my check engine light for me, so since I needed to replace a solenoid
and this is a pretty common dodge transmission, I thought I might put this up here so maybe
someone else can benefit from my experience. Job was pretty simple. Took about 2 hours start
to finish. Unlike some transmissions, the solenoids are not individually serviceable and require
removing the valve body. The solenoid assembly sits on top of the valve body. You'll need to
get a new pan gasket and I recommend replacing both oil filters in the transmission while you
have it apart. These transmissions do not have drain plugs on the pans, so the only way to drain
them is to remove the pan. This tends to make a little bit of a mess, so have your drain pan and
some towels ready. I like to remove all of the bolts down the sides of the pan, then remove all
but the center bot on the front and rear. While holding the rear of the pan, remove the rear bolt
and use a putty knife to get between the pan and the transmission housing. Lower the rear of
the pan and let it pour out into the drain pan until it slows. When the trans fluid slows enough
that it's almost stopped, hold the pan against the trans with one hand while removing the front
bolt with the other. Lower the pan, empty it int the drain pan and set it aside. First we need to
remove the black plastic filter housing. Remove the bolt, set it aside and wiggle the filter off. On
the top side is a way connector which needs to be undone. Release the red safety tab slide
downward , press the black release tab at the top of the connector and release the white locking
bar. It might take a little wiggle, but the connector should come right off. With the connector off,
there are six bolts holding the valve body up. I circled their locations in red in the picture.
Remove them. Once they're all out, it may take a little wiggling, but the valve body will drop out.
The solenoid pack is held on by the bolts located in side the red box. After the new solenoid
pack is in place and lined up, start the bolts and run them all down to about finger tight. There
are arrows embossed into the valve body. These bolts MUST be torqued first. Lubricate the seal
on around the connector with petroleum jelly. Position, align and reinstall the valve body into
the transmission. Seat the valve body and install a bolt or two to hold it. Now is a good time to
replace the filters. There are two in this transmission. The other looks like an engine oil filter
and screws on. Go ahead and replace these and meet me at the next paragraph. Filters are
done. Remove the old pan gasket from the pan and clean the gasket surface with an abrasive
pad and a mild detergent or brake cleaner. Take some warm soapy water or brake cleaner and
rinse the inside of the transmission pan. Let the pan dry completely before reinstalling. After
cleaning the pan surface and giving the mating surface on the transmission a once over to
remove an dirt and oil, position, align and install the transmission pan. Hopefully it all worked
out for you. Question 2 years ago on Step 6. After you put the new solenoid in, did you have to
have it programmed to your vehicle? I have a Ram 5. Please help. Answer 6 weeks ago.
Question 6 weeks ago on Step 1. Thanks for these instructions. Along with several other
sources, my truck is back on the road without issue. For others who may follow There is no
"re-programming" of the TCM required. The TCM "learns-on-the-fly. It involves manually shifting
the trans and running in certain gears, at certain speeds, for certain times. My question is this
What can be done with the old solenoid pack? It seems perfectly usable if new solenoids were
installed, and the valve body flushed with a cleaner and new fluid. Is there a "rebuilder" any
where, who wants these things? There was no core charge, but I hate to just toss the thing in
the garbage. Thanks again!! I got everything back together but for sone reason its showiny my
gear stuck in reverse i took ot apart checked the linkage it looks like its in park but thr dash is
reading reverse anyway i can fox this. Question 1 year ago on Step 4. Question 1 year ago. I
installed the part but it will not go in gear. I think I have to program to my ram Answer 2 years
ago. To change the rooster comb detent plate follow the above instructions until you have the
solenoid pack off. Flip the valve body over and there are two screws to remove. One has a large
washer head on the side and the other is on a spring holding the detent plate down. With these
two removed the plate will lift right off, install in reverse. Petroleum jelly is not a good lubricant
for rubber seals in neoprene or nitrile , It will harden and destroy them Rubber grease is better

or liquid glycerene. I do a lot of side work out of my garage at home. I love to tinker, travel and
enjoy life. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Cboyd Question 2 years ago on
Step 6. Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote. RogerP93 Question 1 year ago on Step 4. What if you
don't torque the bolts with arrows first. FelipeP84 Question 1 year ago. Do you have any info or
instructions for installation of the rooster comb on this trans mission? Keslar jtereben Answer 2
years ago. A useful post -thanks Petroleum jelly is not a good lubricant for rubber seals in
neoprene or nitrile , It will harden and destroy them Rubber grease is better or liquid glycerene.
Swansong 3 years ago. You could be a service technician that wants to search for referrals or
address existing troubles. Or you are a student, or maybe even you who just need to know
concerning Dodge Ram Transmission Wiring Diagram. Whatever you are, we attempt to bring
the material that matches exactly what you are seeking. You could come from a search engine,
after that locate this web site. This subject is a great deal of people looking on the net, as a
result we collect images from numerous dependable sources as well as comprehend in their
field. The outcomes of the aggregation are uploaded on this web site. Right here are several of
the leading drawings we get from numerous resources, we wish these images will certainly be
useful to you, as well as with any luck very appropriate to what you desire about the Dodge Ram
Transmission Wiring Diagram is. This photo we have filtered from great generate the most
effective image, but exactly what do you assume? We wish to make a web site useful for many
people. If the image over is not really clear, please click the picture you wish to expand, then
you will certainly be required to one more page to display a clearer and also bigger picture, you
will likewise be presented info from gambvar. At the bottom of this site there is likewise a Dodge
Ram Transmission Wiring Diagram photo gallery, if the picture above is insufficient for you.
Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. Say hello to project Baja B. The Baja B. For those of you
who don't know about Baja and the type of punishment chase trucks are subjected to, listen up:
Baja is one of the harshest 'wheeling environments on earth. So follow along as we address the
weak links and the high potential of the Cummins-powered Dodge Ram so that it can survive in
Baja, and reveal some of the best-kept secrets of diesel-engine tuning and chassis-performance
upgrades. The automatic transmissions of Dodge Ram trucks are regarded as the weakest link
in an otherwise stout drivetrain, compromised by poor electrical components and an inadequate
lubrication system. With 50, miles on it, the 47RE transmission behind the torque-heavy
Cummins turbodiesel in the B. Shortly thereafter, the indecisive transmission would randomly
upshift. Clearly, it needed help. Owner Bill Kondolay has been developing solutions to
premature transmission failures for more than 20 years. Bill takes pride in his company's
success in producing transmissions that are built for longevity and driveability. It's this
involvement that provides Bill with the access to the materials and services that make his
products unique. One of the problems with this transmission is that the internal components of
the 47RE were engineered with a gas engine in mind. A gas engine makes power at higher rpm
than a diesel does. This becomes problematic because the efficiency of the oil pump moving
vital ATF through the various components of the system is directly related to engine rpm. This
pump must supply specific pressures for everything to work properly. A higher pump speed
means higher ATF volumes. Just as its counterpart does, it has a pressure regulator valve that
prevents excessive flow and Automatic Transmission fluid pressures from exceeding specific
limits, which a high-revving gas engine is quite capable of producing. On the 47RE, the flow
volumes are much lower, due to the lower revs of the diesel engine. Unfortunately, these lower
volumes make a 47RE transmission run very close to its minimum-pressure requirements. This
means that as your transmission breaks in, and dozens of tiny leaks are created around seal
surfaces, the essential pressure drops below minimum requirements. Follow along as we learn
how to correct these problems to make a reliable 47RE. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry
Videos. Robin Stover Photographer, Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. First off, with
any vehicle, if you treat it right, it'll take care of you. Now that that's said, on to the problem. But
when your V8 is pushing ft. With great power comes great responsibility, remember? They make
heavy duty parts that are proven to last. The parts wear faster, and also the choice of most
repair shops if they don't go with the local parts store's cheap parts. Check with your mechanic
before he does a fluid change. Because of this, I lost the forward band also. Also, change the
fluid regularly. This is sorely forgotten. Change every 25,, miles. Filter too. The torque converter
is just a cheap part from the factory. It likes to freeze up in the winter up here, but once warm
works fine. Borg Warner, again. ATF 4, again. The 2nd gen Rams are a kick-ass truck, and if you
take care of it, it'll take care of you. Update from May 3, : A few updates to my post. I have the
46re transmission in my 4x4. The 6 represents the strength of the transmission. If you see snap
rings, springs, and actual tranny parts in the pan, yeah, you got a problem. Definite rebuild.
Also, if your tranny is just starting to slip, take it to a shop ASAP. Ask them to adjust the bands.
Hopefully its just that. I say rebuild AND I recommend better parts while doing so. A little

something I live by is this: Factory parts have factory problems. Dodge trannys will go through
factory bands and governor solenoids in about 75,, miles, depending on use. Borg Warner HD
parts are king in my book. Kolene steels are perfect for any overhaul. Premium snap rings will
prevent your reverse from going out again. If you need to do a complete overhaul, its best you
fix ALL the problems while you're in there. What I did cause I put miles on a broken
transmission is order from both Ebay and Cascade transmission parts. But that's my case.
Hopefully yours isn't as bad. But now that I've got a premium tranny, it hauls and races better
than new. And now 4x4 dont wanna work again. You have better options than the freakin dodge.
Transmission was replaced with a rebuilt. It's been a year and so far the new rebuilt is fine. It
has been the most expensive part to replace yet. Looks like my truck made it further than most
of the other Dodge Rams being cited in this forum: nearly , miles, in fact. However, the sudden
failure of the transmission is no less inconvenient. Many of the symptoms mentioned by the
other reviewers here ring loud bells for me, right down the inexplicable sudden cracking out of
the dashboard. I think I swatted at a mosquito and made that huge hole over the radio, lol
Anyway, on with the complaining. My sons used my truck last week to run an errand here in
Texarkana. On the way home, at a light, the transmission suddenly just stopped operating.
Good thing they were rolling already, and managed to make it into a dollar store parking lot.
They called me, I recommended a quick short-term fix. They did what I said bought a pint of
rubbing alcohol and poured it into the transmission , and they got home. Well, the truck was
doing so good that we used it for another week, but this morning, on my way to work, it did to
me what it had done to them, and this time, it did it permanently. A few whines, and kah-PUTT,
no transmission except in reverse. Reverse sounds not so good, but it's still pulling. He came
and pulled me home. Truck is in the driveway. I decided to google and found this forum. Now
that I've read all these other complaints relating to Dodge Ram transmissions, I think I'll pull the
tranny out of the old van in the backyard and make it work in my truck, or replace the whole
drivetrain with un-computered Chevy stuff out of my junk collection. The Ram has been a good
truck. I've been to Carolina and California in it, not to mention Minnesota, Houston, and most
points in between. Bought it used in with a lot less miles on it. This isn't much of a complaint, I
guess; but it really would have been nice if the transmission had lost reverse first like any
respectable GM product would do I suppose I'll keep the truck. It kinda fits me. But I definitely
will not go out and buy any more Dodges, unless they can start making some transmissions
wear out multiple vehicles as opposed to the other way around. I've always been and still am a
ford man my fx4 was stolen. And i was warned buy so many not to buy a dodge lmao. Tranny
failed in my Ram Always serviced. Will get it fixed, drive it for the rest of the winter, and then
trade it in for whatever I can get. Bought the truck in with 68, miles on it. Had several issues.
Will never buy a dodge again, and would never recommend it to anybody else. I am going to
have to buy a Tundra. I would like to be able to trust the domestic manufacturers, but I have
heard that Fords are comparable to Dodge, and tha Chevy and GMC are kind of a hit or miss. It
is a shame because the American manufacturers seem to have got it figured out on how to
make a truck with significant power, they just need to figure out everything else. Transmission
went out at K; needed a new torque converter. Always did scrupulous maintenance on the entire
vehicle which otherwise runs perfectly. At K the trans went out again, put on another torque
converter. Last week while driving down the road, would not shift from 1st to 2nd; limped to
repair shop to have it fixed. Not sure what the damage will be because the diagnostics indicate
an internal repair is necessary nothing simple like a sensor unfortunately. There is a prevailing
attitude that after K miles you are lucky your American made car is still on the road. Given that
cars cost as much as small houses, this is a ridiculous excuse for US auto manufacturers to
produce sub-standard products. In the past I have bought Mazdas and Toyotas on which I
routinely got over K miles without doing more than changing the oil and fluids per the owners
manual. Will go back to Mazda or Toyota. The transmission went out as we were traveling to
Virginia. The darn thing did not give any warning. I have no intention of buying another Dodge. I
have 2 Dodge Ram ,s one of them runs and the transmission works ok but the dash has cracked
and fell in, but the other one the transmission has went out and the dash has cracked and fell in
it is a shame that Dodge cant be made fix these problems because it is with every ram owner
you talk to. I baby this thing and perform maintenance sooner than required. On the first tranny
rebuild, the service tech said the unit looked brand new on the inside but it still failed. I haven't
been able to properly use the quad doors for years as the drivers side bottom won't latch and
the passenger side bottom won't release. Tranny went out at K, so got it rebuilt, still shifts
rough and has been around 7 months and 5, miles, cant figure it out. Fuckn thing. My ram piece
of crap was purchased used with LOW miles and not a crack on it. NOW, the damn transmission
is completely gone. I've not even had this truck a year and dodge won't do a damn thing about
it. I've always wanted a ram.. If you've always wanted a dodge ram.. Dodge needs to take care of

their customers! Where do I start? Thankfully i purchased an extended warranty!!! At 50k mi the
block had to be replaced. The explanation i was given was a very good and reasonable one.
Apparently something had stopped up an oil line causing 2 main bearings to spin and mess up
the block. Shortly after, at about 52k mi, i found myself having my truck towed in for its first
tranny replacement. Two weeks later i got it back, good as new. To make this story much
shorter, since that first replacement, the transmission has been replaced another 2 times, and
been worked on twice that it was not replaced. Just made some adjustments yesterday and it
drove fine. Went out to go to work, pull up to a stop and that was the end. No drive, reverse and
grinds when i put in park. The damn thing didn't even make a noise, it just went. Now it's on the
side of the road!!! My Dodge was good to me until now. Maybe i should have the damn thing
melted down. Ram tough my ass. I guess it's back to Chevy's for me. I bought this truck on
March 29 It is a used truck When I test drove it it ran and shifted great. I went to the nearest gas
station and checked trans fluid. It was only a qt low so I added a qt. Got it home. Went down the
road but never shifted out of first. Right now it is at the dealer. I will let you know what they say
when I find out. If it cost to much to fix the finance company will get it back. My truck started
slipping and eventually lost all gears. I decided to rebuild the trans. A couple of months later it
started making a clunk when shifting, then locked up. I tore out the trans agine and replaced all
hard parts and seals, new shift kit,torque conv, and trans cooler. After reinstalling I only had
first and reverse. My first thought was that the governor sil had got junk in it, so i replaced it.
We have checked all fuses and gone whrew wireing harness. I still only have first and reverse.
Has any body else run into problems like this? I am at a total loss. I have spent thousands trying
to fix this prob. Can somebody please help me??? For no reason at all my transmission has
started to failed. If you get stuck in mud or snow with a dodge ram DO NOT rock the truck back
and forth to free your self as this will inevitably cause the low reverse band to fail. This is the
third time in 2 years that I have had to rebuild the transmission. He also put a pump kit in it
which ensures that the tranny fluid flows all the time. If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
Ask your Dodge dealer. Most Common Solutions: having a new transmission put in it 14 reports
not sure 7 reports rebuild 7 reports replace the transmission 1 reports torque converter
electronics damaged, had the unit rebuilt 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites Transmission Problems
And Maintenance - Website with alot of info on Chrysler, Plymouth, and Dodge transmission
problems with their solutions. One of the most common failures according to the website is due
to using Dexron fluid in a Dodge, Chrysler, or Plymouth transmission. Find a good Dodge
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. The same problem only this
time the transmission would not shift out of second gear. Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. The NV, built by New Venture and used in numerous applications, is
arguable the best manual transmission ever produced. Pretty bold statement, right? Well, those
aren't necessarily our words, but Search Cart 0. Hide Filters Hide Filters. BD Short Shift Kit 5.
Description FAQ's. Well, those aren't necessarily our words, but ones we hear expressed day in
and day out, and while we may agree to some degree, it has proven itself as a great option. In
terms of light duty diesels, the NV was used in Heavy Duty, Cummins equipped Rams and some
V10's from through early model years. For several years, there was a bit of overlap between the
five speed NV and six speed NV For comparison sake, the NV model featured a That being said,
one of the most popular upgrades for an NV is to bump it to a 13" flywheel and clutch kit, and
especially for those going to a dual disc, to also upgrade to the larger shaft. The most common
failure of the NV, beyond normal clutch wear, is the dreaded 5th gear nut. What does it do you
may ask? Well, it falls off, and when it does, bad things happen! To alleviate this issue before it
causes you a major headache, all that must be done is to simply weld the nut in place, and its a
very common procedure, especially during clutch replacement. Overall, there are a ton of
options when it comes time to replace the clutch in your NV You'll find some of our most
popular options on this page, but if you'd like to see all options, just make sure to navigate to
your vehicle using the vehicle menu at the top of the page. Very easy to navigate Found what I
needed Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle.
Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right.
Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles
found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or
clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions apply. Home Dodge Ram OEM Dodge
parts are manufactured by Dodge to maximize the performance of Dodge Ram vehicles and
provide the certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts that fit. Parts that
perform. Select a Dodge Ram Driveline. Genuine Parts for a Genuine Legend. Your Ram pickup
truck is a big, beautiful beast, demolishing rough terrain and tough jobs and looking good while

it does it. The best thing you can do to keep your Ram going at full power is to use real Ram
Truck Parts for every repair. We only offer warranty-backed, lab-tested, low-priced, totally
authentic Ram parts you can feel good using. Start wherever you want: either browse the online
catalog on your own or call up our staff for their know-how before you get going. Whatever you
need to get your OEM Ram truck parts is here: helpful Ram part diagrams, a huge selection, and
a helpful staff ready to ship them to you quick. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make
yourself comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the
interior cabin. Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My
Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative. We rebuild a well-known line of
Heavy Duty Dodge Road Runner Series hydraulic and electronic controlled Automatic units a
listing for your application is found below. Transmissions are available for Dodge Chrysler gas
vehicle as well as Dodge Diesel pickup trucks. Automatic transmission failure may be cause by
low fluid level, or contaminated fluid brought on by heat buildup and non metal part
degradation, and clogging veins in the valve body, pump and torque converter. When
exchanging your automatic transmission make sure to flush the actual fluid through the cooling
system including lines from your transmission to the radiator and the reservoir underneath the
radiator at the least a few times while using correct chemicals. When adding automatic
transmission fluid or changing your transmission fluid verify and make certain the
manufactures recommend fluid must be used. A person can be shocked the number of times
the incorrect fluid is utilized leading to an on-slot of issues. Our automatic transmission rebuild
services are performed by experienced transmission technicians. A transmission rebuild, also
known as a complete transmission overhaul, involves the complete removal and disassembly of
your transmission. Each part of the transmission being rebuilt is inspected for wear and
damage. Low service expectancy components will always be swapped out no matter their
condition. Throughout the rebuilding of your transmission all gaskets and seals are replaced
with brand new ones. All new clutch fractions are part of a complete rebuild and are always
replaced during a proper overhaul, including bands, electronic solenoids seals, bushings and
gaskets. Valve bodies are taken apart, cleaned out and inspected all balls and springs are
replaced. Specific attention is paid to the planetary gear set, including sun gear, annulus ring
gear, planet gears and planet carrier parts showing wear are replaced. To ensure the greatest
level of quality we utilize the best parts and torque converters obtainable along with highly
trained technicians to rebuild re-manufacture your Dodge automatic transmission. We can build
your automatic transmission to your specification including heavy duty towing transmissions
with robust bands and clutch frictions, shift kits and external cooling systems if desired.
Optional torque converters are available, converters to satisfy your particular stall, lockup,
horsepower and torque requirements. Matching your vehicles desired performance using the
correct torque converter specification is critical. Be sure to consult our Drivetrain expert at time
of the order
ar 15 exploded parts diagram
mig welder wiring diagram
pontiac g5 wiki
, provide you vehicle performance requirements to enable you to get the converter required.
You can extend the life span of your Dodge Chrysler automatic transmission by installing an
auxiliary transmission cooler either under the car or truck next to the transmission or behind
the grill. We advise you install the sensing unit in the output side cooling line as it leave the
transmission headed to the radiator cooling reservoir. Prices below may vary depending upon
your torque converter selection, please check at time of your order. This is an example of a
widget area that you can place text to describe a product or service. You can also use other
WordPress widgets such as recent posts, recent comments, a tag cloud or more. About Contact
Us Blog Cart 0. Midwest Transmission Center, Inc. Toll Free Free Technical Support. Footer 4
Widget This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to describe a product or
service. All Rights Reserved. Designed and Managed by: Webbing Soul.

